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The Yenepoya Institute of Arts, Science, Commerce and Management 

 

Report on Workshop " Be an Entrepreneur- Become an Employer on 12th May 2022 at TMA Pai 

International Convention Centre 

 

Government of Karnataka is organising a workshop " Be an Entrepreneur- Become an Employer " to 

create awareness among young professionals and graduate students on advantages of becoming self-

reliant entrepreneurs and contributing to the economy instead of seeking employment. 

Karnataka has introduced multiple sector specific policies, self-employment schemes, and infrastructural 

development programs to encourage entrepreneurship in the state. We hope that the workshop will be 

an opportunity to educate youngsters on the various initiatives that the state has to offer and provide 

motivation to budding entrepreneurs. The workshop will include talks from industry experts and 

representatives from successful start-ups. 

The Yenepoya Institute of Arts, Science, Commerce and Management have participated in the above 

workshop with 10 Students and with facilitator Mr. Pavitra Shetty. 

The Programme started at 9 am with Mr. Mahesh Masal. He is a human mindset coach and gave a 

session on 'manifest the best' where he said that life is all about enjoying the moment along with having 

one point of attention towards the goal. The session was good and interactive and helped us to gain lot 

of knowledge. 
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The next session started with Dr.Ng. Iboyaima singh started talking on innovation in 
start-ups and also given the key points on food processing industries and 
entrepreneurship, the talk was on right food and right quality approach and how one can 
think innovative for long sustainability in start-ups. 

 

The inauguration session of the 5th governmental entrepreneurship was inaugurated by 
Mr. Murugesh R. Nirani, Member of Karnataka legislative assembly and Chairman of 
Nirani group inaugurated. The programme is organized by Karnataka Udyog Mitra, 
department of industries and commerce. 
 

After, the inauguration the entrepreneur program resumed with the Tourism entrepreneur by Mr. 

Yathish Baikampady-CEO of Panambur beach and Director of the Tourism department about 

growth and opportunities in Tourism Industry. 

 

The next session was given by Dr. Shivakumar M on fisheries entrepreneurship and explain 
about all the importance of startups in fisheries along with the government policies. 
 

The program paused for the lunch which resumed at 3 pm along with aspiring, successful 

entrepreneur figures to motivate and encourage the students to opt for entrepreneurship and lot 

of knowledge shared by the government policies for start-ups and there was lot of questions 

raised by the students and answered by industrial experts 

 

The program came to an end at around 4 pm and was a successful and received overwhelming 

response and attracted huge students crowd in Mangalore. The initiative of this progrmme was 

started by Chief Minister Basavaraj Bommai last year. 
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